Fact#1: C/DIs fill a huge language gap between hearing interpreters and Deaf clients with marginal English/signing skills because they are native users of American Sign Language and can easily adapt to different sign languages and gestures. They also catch subtle nuances that hearing interpreters may miss.

Fact#2: Many Deaf individuals will instantly connect to a C/DI because of a shared Deaf identity and/or language. In complex, challenging, and emotionally charged situations, this rapport is especially crucial.

Fact#3: There are five lingual skills for Deaf people to be accommodated with C/DI: Multilingual, Bilingual, Monolingual, Semilingual, and Alingual.

Fact#4: C/DIs prefer to meet with Deaf client prior to the appointment or session to assess the client’s communication needs. This will make the appointment or session go more smoothly.

Fact#5: C/DIs’ work may include gestures, drawings, calendars, and different props to illustrate what is being communicated to the Deaf client. They also take more time in communicating concepts.

Fact#6: C/DIs use their formative experience plus formal training to adjust their language use to match the Deaf person’s communication system.

Fact#7: Foreign-born people rely heavily on non-verbal gestures/cues and C/DIs are uniquely qualified to convey messages in a manner that is understandable to them.